
overheated society that seems somehow bent on damaging the very• 
premise on which it is built--freedom--freedom to be wrong as 
well as right. 

Zen Painting of Fall 

Virgin:ta creeper, red us a cardinal's cape, climbs piously 
Toward heaven, bleeding, and I am awed with the sacrifice. 
The dusty· tracks made by bicycl_e riders and j eepsters, 
Te:~nis shoes and woodsmen's boots lead on into a gathering 
Of maples, bitten to blush at the edges of withere~ gold 
Like old Greek money, gold like sunlight transferred to 
Delicate Japanese papers, and I stuff my frayed pockets, 
Richer than any miser for what I hoard there. 

Fern and flower continue as best they can, giving green 
Is green until frost sneaks behind their perimeter, 
Striking them into wooden, crystalline poses, brown 
As feathers from a trunk, and I want to thrust them 
Into my hair but as with all delicacies of their season, 
They are brittle and too elusive. 

My skin is shamed by their beauty and my bones curse their 
Strength. My pocket wiggles as the leaves 

Laugh. 
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Cynthia Kidd Overlie 
English Department 
Mankato West High School 

Our Changing Censorship 
By SEYMOUR YESNER 

Consultant in English and Humanities 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

Here is what an intelligent and sensitive parent had to say 
about Back to School With Bets y in justification of removing the 
book from school library shelves. "Unfortunate social stereo
types are advanced;" "The book is suffused with sexism;" "They 
(the books in the series) are typical of an era when authors 
pretended little girls played in dresses and Mary Jane shoes ••• " 

As we can see from the above, the historical reasons for 
removing any book have not changed. What haYe been those reasons? 
The book contains undesirable information and ideas; the book is 
dated; the book is corrupting; the book expresses points of view 
unacceptable to a majority or to a minority; the book lies; the 
book supports bad political, social and sexual viewpoints; the 
book advocates misbehavior. The author is unconventional, socially 
different, immoral, etc. 

In eve-;y-case a protectionist attitude asserts that children 
or adults need to be saved from influences unacceptable to some 
group. In every case, the underlying assumption is that people 
in general are easily swayed, especially by the printed word. 
The belief in the magic and power of the word in print is still 
extant 500 years after Gutenberg, even though we know that the 
influence attributed to books and newspapers is largely dependent 
on societal factors that often only accidentally concur with the 
power of print. Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath possessed power that 
Cannery Row did not, simply because it propitiously caught the 
conscience of a society already eager for symbolical exemplification 
of the problem of the depression. If it had been written 30 years 
earlier, it would have been prophetic and interesting; 30 years 
later, it would have been like Hard Times, nostalgic. 

What is being said about the "Betsy" series is true, but to 
extrapolate from that truth to its effects on today's children is 
to exclude all other influences on those children and is tantamount 
to asking that Robin Hood, tales about King Arthur and his knights, 
and Tom Sawyer ought to be removed from library shelves, too, on 
the basis of a fear that children will take them seriously and 
model their lives on them. 

Some modeling indeed will take place (some boys still pretend 
they are Tarzan; others pretend they are gorillas) within the 
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context .of the current reality of children I s daily lives-- their 
horn~ and school lives, their lives with their peers, and ~heir 
lives •in a ·society of .. subtly ·changing values. For : instance, The 
Hardv Bovs, Nanc y Drew, and SU perman have been read by several 
generations of young people without noticeable affecting their 
perceptions of reality. 

The reason seems simple. Stories are stories. Children 
know this. They enjoy the stories not as didacti<; training 
exercises preparatory to emulation, but as escape, fantasy and 
pleasure. 

When we probe into the psychology of the moralist, or the one 
who objects to certain vicarious experiences obtained through 
print, ·;Je often find someone who really objects to the escapist 
function;- oL story, .. someone who wants .to control the "message'' 
whether it be •through fact or fiction. · 

Here·are what some other people (many of them teachers, 
librarians and principals) have advocated .recently about certain 
books: 

Smokey by Bill. Peet, contains a "stereotyped image of Native 
Americans, emphasizing.warlike behavior." The person complaining 
fears a reinforcement of prejudice and a continued nput-down of 
the Native American." He recommends in its place "a very good 
book about Native Americans." 

The Lewis and Clark Expedition by Richard L. Neuberger, contains 
stereotypical information and much misinformation. 

A book in the Harper and Row Basic Reading Series, Around the 
Corner, contains the theme of retaliation in the story entitled 
"Surprises." A parent thought this theme would make students 
vindictive. 

An excerpt from a Vachel Lindsay poem entitled "What is White" 
in From Coins to Kin1 s, Harper and Row, contains a description 
of whiteness which suggests goodness when compared with a poem 
about blackness on the opposing page. The recommendation was that 
the offending pages be cut out of the book. 

What ber;"ins to emerge as criteria for judging the worth of 
a story, or of literature, is not the issue of "story" but the 
issues of our time. Thus, many stories now have feminist criteria 
applied to them: is the central character male or female? In a 
collection of stories how many central characters are male versus 
female? Are males and females depicted in non-traditional roles 
and therefore free from sex-role stereotyping? Are mothers and 
fathers presented in a wide variety of activities? Are boys and 
girls shown as relatively similar in attitude and behavior? 
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To say that these are the wron g criteria t o apply to stories 
~mmediate l y c las sifies a person a s a sexi s t or a s an enemy of 
r e form, but any analys i s of t hese criteria reveals a s ubs titution 
of o ther va lues , mah1ly prescript ive , for the value of " s tory." 
The motive by which judgments are ma de f a ll more within a de finition 
of social engineering than of lite r a ture or of pleasur e. The 
a ssumption is clear tha t s t ories will change the na ture of things 
r a the r than vice versa; and worst of all, because of this a ssumption, 
is the c l a im to the perogative to violate stories in order to 
manufacture a personal vi s ion of the good society. 

The e ffects of these v iews contained within a new enlightened 
liberali sm has been to crea te a new censorship, really on exami
na tion not t oo different from the old. Though the new censors are 
no t af r aid of :f.·.ur letter words, or explicit sex or anti-American 
viewpoints , they a re still a fraid of certain words and descriptions, 
tho se tha t are " sexi s t" or "racist." One gets the feeling of a 
personal sa lva tion being worked out on the basis of liberation 
from rac i s t and sexist closets . A pe r son can not c lean~e himself 
by s ea r ching out evidence of s exi sm and racism. The cathars is 
express e s itself with a v i gor and self-assurance that allows for 
no disagr eement or interference. 

As a result, the Students' Ri ght to Learn Committee formed 
·ome yea r s ago by the Minneapolis Schools to tombat ha rassment of 

and infringement on teachers' and s tudents' rights to read and 
s ee whateve r they thought neces sary has now moved gradually 
toward cons traints. Recently, the Committee authorized in the 
cas e of Smokey that it be "weeded out" of the libra r y collections 
which is in marked contras t with a previous r esponse to the 
compla int a bout the Betsy s eries. The Committee said about Betsy: 

"Though the Committee is also concerned about 
blatant sexism and racism, it cannot advoca t e 
removing books from shelves in order to hide them, 
or placing them in a kind of 'museum' environ
ment just to be looked at a s curiosities or 
relics. Instead, · the Committee recommends that 
librarians and teachers deal with racist and 
s exist material s in such a way that students can 
become perceptive, critica l; and humane readers •••• 
The Committee s trongly recommends that libraries 
acquire materials· that offe r countervailing 
attitudes and characters to the sexual and racial 
stereotypes in the books you mentioned." 

The Committee informed the parent who feared the theme of 
etaliation that this "theme exists in literature •••• becaus e 

retaliat i on is a fact of human behavior. When a story deals with 
retaliation or murder or any other horrendous human act, it does 
not mean that the story necessarily fosters this act or advocates 
it." 
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Betsy then is retained and used in a constructive way; so is 
the story "Surprise;" Smokey is weeded out. The question is: 
once you start weeding, where do yo1.1 stop? What de ·:·ermines what 
shc1ld grow and what should not? What is a flower andwhat a 
weed? 

_Without even realizing it, the Corrnni t tee has undergone a 
change in attitude, The ·conviction -that a breadth of experiences 
gained thro\lgh reading and meliorated through the various 
attitudes of teachers has been altered to illow fairlj limited 
experiences to trickle· through a pre-established filtering process, 

A short time ago the intent of some teaching and the use of 
some literature was to expose children deliberately to ideas that 
challeng~d children's innate conservatism, an example being 
Saroysin,'s short story 11 Locomotive 28, the Ojibway," Today that 
story is considered stereotypical (meaning bad) and, though •,a 
challenge does exist in the views th~t ethnicists-feminists -wish 
to impart, it is the challenge of a closed . system with preconceived 
and well · established 'notions .of right and wr9ng , The effort 
seems aimed .at creating new, good: stereotypes and becomes - in the 
process thinly "disguised indoctrination. 

Now one can argue that ·all schooling every-where is indoctri
nation, tliat our schools have been indoctrinating for ·years in 
the prevailing socio-ethical, .socio'.""economic views ' and that i'.: • 
is time for a new kind of indoctrination, - I do not deny the view 
that a large part of schooling has been indoctrirtation', I ·do 
deny its value as a conscious , , institutionalized procedure no 
matter what the point of view expoused. t deny it and .would 
oppose 'it , Arid i:. certainly would· not justify my behavior on the 
basi s of behavior I have: consistently fo_und distasteful. 

Theoretically, at least in a relatively open society, a 
stu~ent passing through the schools should encounter a series of 
experiences from teachers .and books representing a diversity of 
backgrounds and viewpoints, whether adver·tently" or inadvertently, 
These experiences should, again theoretically, provide ·some 
opposition to the main stream of opinion, · 

The danger to openness rests in the discovery of "truth," 
whether religious or social. Having discovered this truth, the 
possessors feel honor bound to screen books to assure themselves 
tha ,t libraries are pure, and to . screen employees to eliminate 
divergent and non-conformist thinking. . . . 

The Corrnnittee was able to realize in the case of the two 
poe.ms dealing with whiteness and blackness "that neither poem 
conveyed ... images, negative or positive, and that only by reaching 
for comparisons in meaning not intended by the_ text could one 
have detected racist overtones, or preferences for white or 
black, in the poems." The Corrnnittee realized that "the mention 
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e>f blac_k and white in our time may irrnnediately connote race, 
. otions of good and bad, purity and impurity," but it recommended 
"that when students raise these interpretations, the -teachers 
deal with them, pointing out that whiteness and blackness exist 
regardless of 011r naming t hem and valuing them." 

Yet, in the case of Smokey the Corrnnittee recorrnnended that it 
be "weeded out," And in the case of a film, "How to Say No to 
a Rapist," an admittedly self-glorificatory and self-promotional 
effort ::or a Mr, Storaska, the ColllIIlittee recorrnnended withdrawal 
from circulation, The latter decision was based not so much on 
opinions about the misinformation in the film as on the feelings 
that s·toraska and the film put down women, 

In reviewing the few complaints mentioned here--complaints 
typical of others--it can be noticed that they represent a desire 
to control the use of books and film based upon the beliefs of 
feminists and ethnicists but also on the misreading of text, 
To say the least, the road to confus irin and err<i'r is floode,d with 
good intentions, · 

Dr. Gaines in the preceding article has touched on this new 
censorship, the result of the current awakening on the part of 
minority groups and women, In the course of this awakening there 
.s the natt1 :rn l desire ·to reform history, to rewrite events as a 
from of compensatory lying .justified by the fact that traditional 
history, written from the perspective of white ma'les, expunged 
facts and truths about blacks, , Indian·s, Chicanos, Asians, and 
women, The behavior of one power ·group now becomes -the· model for 
its opposition, For a person wFo seeks the ·unvarnished truth and 
a range of personal adventures through -stories; · the going i s 
rough and often mixed by sentiment. The· personalized " 'i:-eality," 
the life-blood of literature, is transfused into the purposes of 
a futuristic vision of the ideal society, Accordin.gly; a cleansing 
of the lang,tage and of literature ·rtmst occur so that no women or 
minorities are portrayed as they exist, or once existed, but as 
they should exist, From this perspective there are .not and never 
have been wicked Indians, but only wicked whites, 

Instead of this reverse ethnocentric perspective, we need a 
generic one that sees literature and stories as conveying through 
symbol, legend, myth, and metaphor the foibles, misconceptions, 
tragic attitudes and often horrendous behavior of all gro .:ps of 
human beings. For a while women and minorities seemed headed in 
this direction. They-had_ annointed themselves in their travail 
to save not only themselves but" also all of us. By virtue of 
their openness and self-examination, they forced us to look at 
·:he plight of the poor, the blacks, Indians, women, all the 
oppressed and forlorn folk of the world, and they turned the 
spotlight- on· our own selfishness, ignorance and prejudice so that 
we began to act against ourselves in our own best interss ts, 
Suddenly the risks in this venture of dialogue seem too great, 
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and, 011t of a desperation to maintain the momentum of a·cause, 
coercion becomes the style, factionalism the trend, and 
exploitation of the young in captive classroom audiences the 
morality. Iri the · long run the gains from this behavior may 
really be losses. · 

Winter Night on Hennepin Avenue 

Ten at night in Minneapolis, and ten below. 
Five of us, loosely strung out, wait tl-ie bus. 
Freezing, we have waited half an hour. 

· _we have innttered ·commonplaces on the weather~ 
Now are chary of additional familiarities; 
We wouldn It want to cross that line . 
Separating lonely babbling widows 
And drunken Indian friends-of-all-mankind 
From a 11 the rest of us. 
So we are simply freezing here in silence, 
.Wiping separate noses. 
We try to keep our eyes on straight trackoa, 
But our eyes having minds quite their own 
Slant, looking now and then with others' 
Slanting back at us. 
(What does this mean?) 
Still, we try to concentrate on parking meters, 
Stare in empathy on piles of frozen slush. 
And we are very busy, certainly, 
Gazing down an empty street in unison. 
(We wouldn't want to miss the revelation of- the bus.) 
We are surely less insane upon a Northern street 
Imitating ice· blocks than we would be 
Clustered thigh to thigh preserving heat 
And warming hands in neighbors' crotches. 
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James Gallant 
1922 Fremont. Ave. S. 
Minneapolis, MN 

These I Believe: Some .Statements 
About Censorship 

By KEN DONNELSON 
Arizona State University 

In 1952, Edward R. Murrow, the great radio journalist, edited 
a collection of personal philosophies under the title, THIS I 
BELIEVE. I would like to sketch out five personal beliefs about 
English teaching and censorship, for these statements I do deeply 
believe. My five statements do not go as neatly together _as I 
might like, but they all concern English teachers (the only 
racket I've ever known for almost twenty-five years, and I 
believe, still the best game in town) and potential or actual 
censorship (a game anyone who teaches Ene;lish is almost destined 
to become involved in), so the statements have at least that 
much in common. 

First, I believe that school must be the hotbed of intellectual 
ferment in a community. I do not mean that schools should be 
radical or avant garde necessarily, but rather sch9ols should be 
the one place in a community (in some communities maybe the only 
place) where ideas of all sorts are considered, analyzed, invest
igated, and discussed and their consequences thought through. 
Ideas are seldom-comfortable to deal with, but .ideas, new and 
old are the stuff of education. I further believe that schools 
sho~ld educate, not indoctrinate, and this admonition applies 
equally -to parents and teachers, not one or the other bu_t .bo_th. 
The purpose of education is to open minds. The purpose of 
indoctrination is to close minds to all -but one mode of _thought 
or one point of view. In too many communities, _the legend seen 
in - some churches, "The Glory .of God Is Intelligence,"more properly 
should read, "The Glory of God ls Intelligence, BUT Man' -s Use_ 
Thereof Is Prohibited." I ·believe that schools will and should 
reflect the mores, beliefs, values, totems-taboos of t _he local 
community, but the purpose of education is to prepare students 
to face the world of which the local community is only one part. 
I believe that schools must discuss and analyze traditional 
values of the community, not to scoff at the values _nor to 
ridicule people who accept them. Ideas of many kinds, t_raditional 
to radical, deserve serious attention and study, and believer_s 
of all sorts should be respected and listened to, but respect 
and attention should not be mis-read as adherence or acceptance. 
Plato's belief that the unexamined life is not worth living is 
applicable to examining traditional or radical beliefs or any 
belief lying somewhere in the continuum between. Schools must 
foster one principle basic to education--ideas are not merely worth 
examining: they must be examined. 
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